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Let G be a Kac-Moody Lie algebra over a field 4 of characteristic zero. 
Fix a Cartan subalgebra H of G and let {z~, .. . . .x,,} be a simple root 
system. Denote respectively by A, A +, A- the set of roots, positive roots. 
and negative roots of G. Let W be the Weyl group of G. Then 
A,= iJy=, Wzj is the set of real roots of G. Put AR+ = A+ n A, and 
A;=A-nAR.Nofe that A~={zEA+/WX~A-#@j. 
For each r~A,t, fix root vectors e,, f, of the roots Q and -2, respec- 
tively. in such a way that, if lz,= [e,,fi], a(h, j =2. For convenience, 
eX, = ei. fi, =fj, h, = hi, i= 1, ,.., 12. Then the reflection S, defined by 
s,(pj = p - ~(11,) aVP E H* lies in W. Fix a function p E H* satisfying 
p(h,) = 1: i= 1, . . . . n. Define the “twisted actions” of W on H* by 
II: * p = \+l-!- p) - p and t1’. p = ,r(p + p), respectively. 
Let E. E H* be a dominant function, i.c., L(hi) 2 0, i= 1, . . . . n. Define 
A; = (XE Ai I(,%p)(k,)~iV} and let W, be the subgroup of W generated 
by the set (s, I s( E A,}. For finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebras, A, is 
well known to be the set of positive roots of a root system and, as a result, 
Wj. is a (finite) Weyl group. As a generalization of this, our first result 
(Theorem 3.14) shows that W, in general is a Coxeter group. The proof of 
this result consists of a close look at the set of positive roots contained in 
A, made negative by 12:~~ ‘V )c E WFj-. ThroughoutY rank two Weyl groups 
play a major role for our investigation. 
For each p E H*, let M(p) be the Verma module of highest weight .ti. If 
\r’~ LY,, one knows that there exists an embedding M(N * EL) --+ i%f(,?). Only 
in certain special cases is this embedding known to be unique. In generai 
no such uniqueness result yet exists. Related to this problem, for each 
reduced expression of w E W,, we define an embedding M(cv * i) -+ M(ii 
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using the Shapovalov elements and solve the uniqueness problem thus 
arisen. In other words: we show (Theorem 4.5) that the embedding defined 
by Shapovalov elements is independent of the choice of the reduced 
expressions. The proof of this result requires the previous knowledge about 
w;.. We also need the character formula of the Jantzen filtration as well 
as the structure theorem of Verma modules of Kac and Kazhdan for 
symmetrizable G [S]. Thus this uniqueness problem remains unsolved for 
non-symmetrizable Kac-Moody Lie algebras. 
The rest of this paper is devoted to proving the multiplicity freeness of 
M(2) for symmetrizable G when W, is a rank two Coxeter group. For 
finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebras, this is a result of Jantzen [3]. 
Recently, the same result had been obtained for a dominant integral E. [7]. 
As designed by Jantzen, the proof of these results lies upon the construc- 
tion of the relative filtration and the proof of the associated character for- 
mula. However, our approach is different and only calls for the Jantzen 
filtration and the associated character formula. Ih fact, the multiplicity 
freeness falls rather quickly out of a result (Theorem 5.1) on the second 
term of the Jantzen filtration. More precisely, we show that M(IL” * jb) is 
contained in the second term of the Jantzen filtration of iM(tc * >“) whenever 
~.l:’ <12: and their lengths differ by two. This result is not particularly 
exciting, bti the involvement with Shapovalov elements in our proof seems 
quite interesting. In our opinion, this kind of involvement should go much 
deeper for the study of Verma modules. 
SUBALGEBRAS OF G GENERATED BY REAL ROOT VECTORS 
Throughout this paper. we fix a dominant function I E H*. The purpose 
of this section is to study the following: 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let PI, . . . . Pk~ Ai. G(/3,, . . . . Pk) is the subalgebra of G 
generated by the set (eB,, . . . . eBk, fp,, . . ..fp.}. Also AR+(G(Bl, . . . . Pk))= {ZE 
AR+le,~G(P1....,Pk)} and A;(G(b,,...,B,))= I-~I~EAR~(G(P~,...,B~))). 
As expected, the structure of these subalgebras defined above is given by: 
THEOREM 2.2. Let B1: . ..) Bk E A:. Then 
(a) If G is symmetrizable, G(B,., . . . . pk) is isomorphic (up to degree 
derit:ations) to a Kac-Moody Lie algebra qf rank at most k. Further, 
A,i(G(/3,..., Pk)) contains a simple root system of G(fi,, . ..) ljk) relative to 
which Ai(G(B,, . ..~ Bk)) is the set of positice real roots qf G(fil, . . . . Pk). 
(b) If k = 2, the same assertion as in (a) holds for any Kac-Moo& Lie 
algebra G. 
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We need two lemmas: 
LEMMA 2.3. Let xx1 PEA:. Then x(h,?) p(h,) 20 and the equaliiy hol’dz 
[ff sl(kp) = fi(lz,j = 0. 
PlooJ: On the contrary, suppose I B 0 and ,!I(/?, j > 0. Let x - 4~3~ ..,/
x, . ..~ 2 +p,!3 be the p root string of r and let b - ta, . . . . $‘, . . . . @ + $3 be 
the r root string of /?: where p, q, s, t 20. Then one knows that z(hgj = 
G--p<O and fi(h,)=t-s>O. Thus t#O~fl--r~A*u-~~A* 
~~11ppl~~+~~A~s~l~t~2=>~-2x~A~(~-2rj-~=-i~;:A 
since (p - 2r)(hp) = 2 - 2r(hs j > 0. Since twice a real root is not a root, this 
is a contradiction. Thus $1~~) ~03 fl(h,) ~0. By symmetry, one has 
x(hg) 6 0 + B(h,j < 0. Likewise, z(hs) > 0 Q fl(Iz,j > 0. The lemma ~O!!OWS. 
Remark 2.4. For symmetrizable Kac-Moody Lie aigebras, the above 
lemma is an immediate consequence of the invariant form of G. 
For XEA, put !xi=C:=, ;kil if “=C:Zrk,“i. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let TV, FE Aft and suppose j zj 3 I,/?!. p x(hp) 60. x-28 
and p - 22 are not roots. Further, x - ,!3 EA - implies ,z - /? E A, and 
s,~B(pj=%,s,~cc(z)=/?. 
Proof By 2.3, x(h,) d 0 =S fi(h,) < 0 ==- (x - 2fl)(h, j = 2 - 2fl(h,) > 8 
This easily implies ,r: - 28 $ A. Similarly ,6 - 2~ # 5. 
Now suppose z - /3 E A +. Then s,(x--/I)= -x-fl+fi(hZj~~A-a 
r - /I E A ;. To finish the lemma, consider the (a - p) root string of x and b. 
Using the facts 3 - 2/?$ A and p-2cr 4 A, the (2 - $) root string of r is 
just x-(~-/3)=&z and the string for ,8 is just ,!I: fl+(~--$)=~ In 
particular, x(/r, ~ a) = 1: /I( h, _ B j = - 1 and the rest follows. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let x, /I E A; ~ If z(h, j 3 0: z 4 2/3 and 0 + 22 are 
not roots. Further, a+PgA implies x+$~d;t and s,+,Jrj= -B, 
s;+,(j,= -%. 
Proo$ Mimic the proof of Lemma 2.5. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. To prove (a), pick ::I, . ..~ 7,~ Ai with the 
following properties: 
(i) CT!;:,, ...) y,=) = G(P,, . . . . bk). 
(iij For any r;, . . . . ;:~,EA: such that G(y; ,..., ~;3,)=G(~,,...7,6ii!, 
cyii !;::i 2~yy I;.!il. 
Clearly such: a set of roots (yr , . . . . 7,; exists. First we show G(fi:, . ..) /Ii;-! 
is isomorphic (up to degree derivations) to a Kac-Moody Lie algebra with 
{e,,, . . . . eYm, h,, , . . . . hYm,fY,, . .. . f,,) as a set of canonical generators. By the 
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defining relations for symmetrizable Kac-Moody Lie algebras [4], this 
amounts to showing [e,,fYj] =0 for all iij together with Serre’s relations 
among e,,‘s and amongJ?;‘s. The latter is clear since yls are real roots and G 
itself is symmetrizable. It remains to show [e,,,fi,] = 0 for all i#j. So let 
i#j. First assume lyil 2 1~~1. Let t=yi(h:,,j. Note that yi-tyjiAd. 
Case 1. t > 0. We show this case cannot happen. 
If “i’  -tyjEA;, clearly G(y,, . . . . f;, . ..) ym: “I;- P;~) = G(y,, . . . . y,) = 
W i, . . . . fik). But since 1 yi-- ‘;iil < 1 ;jil, condition (ii) is violated. Hence 
‘u’;-t;!,~Ai. Now G(yl ,..., j; ,..., y,, t’ii-y;)=G(y,, . . . . ‘i,)=+--t^i,13 
I 7; 1 > I yj 1 . In particular, yi-(t-l)yjEA-. Thus yi-yj~A+ and 
s.&?/~--~) =yi- (t- 1) yj~d- *yi-yj~ A;. Again, this is impossible 
because of condition (ii). So this case can’t happen. 
Case 2. td0. By 2.3, yj(h.JdO. If ~~--;l~~A+,s,,(y;-;‘i)= 
-;y,~~+‘ii(h,,)~~~A-=s-y;-y~~A~, which is impossible. So yi - yj is not 
a root, i.e., [e,,jJ = 0 as needed. 
The case 17; 1 < ( yj 1 follows immediatelly using the anti-automorphism of 
G which interchanges e’s andf’s. 
The fact that m < k can be easily verified using the above argument 
which in fact provides an effective algorithm reducing {/Ii, . . . . Pk} to 
{yl,...,~m} h t wit ou ever increasing the number of generators. 
Second, we show A;(G(fi,, . . . . #Ik)) is the set of positive real roots of 
G(/3,, . . . . Pk) relative to { 7,) . . . . 7,) chosen as above. This amounts to 
showing that AR+(G(p,, . ..) D,))=U~, W(G(B,, . . ..Pk)j YjnA+, where 
W(G(/?,) . . . . Pk)) is the Weyl group of G(p,, . . . . pk), naturally identified as a 
subgroup of IV. So let r E A,+(G(/?,, . . . . fik)). We use induction on I rl to 
show il E Uy= i W(G(Bi, . . . . fi,)) 1.7~. The result is clear if x = 7; for some i. So 
let J E A,+(G(/?, , . . . . Bk))\ (yl, . . . . y,>. 
Case 1. sc(h,;)>O for some i. Then cc-x(/i,,) 7;~ A,t(G(P,, . . . . bk)). 
By induction x-“I(A,):?~EUJY, W(G(a,,...,B,))yinA+. Since Q= 
sY,(sl - x(lzIiij y;), the result is clear. 
Case 2. x(/z:,,) 60 for all i= 1, . . . . m. Since G(p,, . . . . /I,) is a 
Kac-Moody Lie algebra, it is (graded) simple and hence [e,:&] # 0 
for some i. Applying Lemma 2.5 to x and yi, one sees that 
u - ^;!; E AR’(G(B,, . ..? Pk)) and s, ~ ;,(y,) = x. By induction s( - 7; E 
UJ?“=, IV(G(P,: . . . . pk)) yjn A+ and hence s,-;,~E W(G(P,, . . . . fik)). This 
shows that x E U,“= i W(G(/?,, . . . . /Ik)) i; n A+. 
Since U,“r= i W(G(P, , . . . . /ik)) yin A+ EAR+(G(/?,, . . . . /lk)) is clear, the 
second assertion of (a) follows. Part (b) can be proved in the same manner, 
using the fact that rank two Kac-Moody Lie algebras are symmetrizable. 
This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
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DEFIWTION 2.7. For a symmetrizable G and /I 1, . . . . fik E A-z f 
W(G$,, . . . . flk)) is the Weyl group of G(/?,, . ..) pi). 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let PI, B2E A, (p, #flp2) and let W, = WiG(,!l,, flz)f 
n Wk. Then 1 W(G(/?,, p2)): W, 1 d2. Further, if j W(G(P,, f12)): W, i =2, 
W! is the subgroup of W(G(B1, h)) g enerated b:v s~,s;,s,., and s,:: where 
11’ I !, ;!;E A,’ are the two simple roots of G(/?,, fiz) a8d 7, $ A;. In particular 
W, is a Coxeter group. 
Proof Pick 7;: 7; E A;. with the following properties: 
(if W,, Lb)= G(yi, 1;;). 
(ii) For any pi. p; E A, such that 
Clearly such a set of roots {$i, y;} exists. Assume 17; ( 3 / 7; 1 and let 
t = y;(h/). 
Case 1. t>O. As in the proof of Theorem 2.2, one shows that 
;2’ - i::> E A-. Since ;:; - 7; E Al, t 2 2. Hence (;I - ;ll;)(h,;) 2 0. Applying 
2.4 to ;!; --;‘i and ;!;, one deduces that s,($-&)= -7;. This easily 
implies that 7; - :;; E A,. So this case cannot happen using condition (ii). 
Case 2. t d 0. If [e,;, f?;] = 0, ;“,, ;I; are the two simple roots of 
G(/I,, f12). Hence W, = IV(G(b,, p2)) and we’re done. So suppose 
[e,,,.f;,,,J#O. Then Y;-Y>E~+. By 2.5, jl;-y;Eds, ~~~-.,,;(;/1;)=?/~~ and 
;!‘, -2yi$ A. Hence [e,,-;.;,&?;I =0 and clearly ;?‘, -y;, ;z; are the two 
simple roots of G(p,, p2). Let yr =;:; --7;.yZ=;;;. Using condition (iii 
again, ;‘r 4 A,.. This easily implies W, is generated by s,,s~,.s,; and I;-~. In 
particular, ! W(G(P,, /12)): W, 1 = 2. The rest is clear. 
This proves the corollary. 
3. W, Is A COXJZTER GROUP 
We first define the length function and the Bruhat ordering of IV;. as 
follows: 
DEFINITION 3.1. For lt’ E W,, I;.( NV) is the cardinality of the set 
cj;.(ti!)= {wA,lw-+A-}. 
Remark 3.2. 4;.(w)= (a~A~~Iw.i~(h,)<O). 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let )I:‘, M: E W,: tl E A,. Write \I” t-z IV if iv’ = S,+V and 
!,($) = !;.(NJ) f 1. Write 1~” + j. 1~ instead if x is inessential. 
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In general: write N’ 6, 12: if \zi’ = 1~’ or if there exist /Ii) . . . . /Ik E A, such that 
Remark 3.4. In general, cc < ;.” does not coincide with the restriction of 
the Bruhat ordering of W. The author is grateful to the referee for pointing 
this out. 
The first property we need is the following: 
LEMhfA 3.5. Let w‘~ W;., ZEA,.. Then s,\v<;. 16 iff w.i.(h,)>O. 
We need a sublemma for the proof of 3.5: 
SUBLEMMA 3.4. Let W’ be the WeJ:lgroup of a rank two Kac-Mood): L.ie 
algebra G’. Let ;I be a positice root of G’ and let w E W’. Suppose s, w < w 
(“ < ” is the Brtrhat ordering of !V’ ). 
(a) If Y is not a simple root and Z(s,w)=Z(w)+ 1, then 4(s,w)= 
FLU (33. Here qS( ) h M’ IS t e set of positice roots of G’ made negatitle bJ 1v-l 
and I( ) is the lengtth functiotl of W’. 
(b) Let /I # x be a positice root qf G’. If sgw < IV, s,w < sBs,w. and 
/3$sl(&w)), then f(s,w) > I(w) + 1. 
ProoJ: Let si, s2 be the simple reflections of IV’ corresponding to the 
two simple roots .x1, x2 of G’. 
(a) Under the assumption of (a) and using the symmetry of s,, s2, 
either \,I!= (s~s~)~, s ~v=s~(s~s,)~ or w=s~(.s~s~)~, ,)t.=(s~si)~~~ for 
some non-negative integer k. If )I’ = (s,.s$, &iv) = {z,, S,(Q), 
s1s2(xl), . . . . (~~.d-~ (rl), Jam-’ (d] and d(s,~v)= {xl, sl(Q 
SISZ(Y, ), . . . . Sh2Sr-I (q). (s,s~)~ (z,)}. Since; in this case, 
s, =.s~(s~s,)~~ = (s1s2)“ s,(s,s~)-~~ u= (s,s# (ai). One sees that ~(s,N) = 
&K+) u {z}. Since the proof for the other case is similar, (a) follows. 
(b) We shall prove this by contradiction. Let /I be as assumed. 
Suppose I(s, CV) = I(,tJ j + 1. 
Case 1. a is simple. In this case, it is well known that 
&s,ir) =s,(~(cY)) u {z}. By assumption, s,M:<s~s~M.~~E~(s,~~‘)=> 
j3 E sod since /I # x This contradicts the assumption that p $ s,d(tv). 
Case 2. 2 is not simple. By (a), jI~~(.s,~v)=~(ct’)u {z}=-/?E&w) 
since /I f a. This is also a contradiction as we assume spn’ < iv. 
Therefore both cases cannot happen and (b) follows. This concludes the 
proof of the sublemma. 
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Procf of‘ 3.5. The proof consists of two parts: (a) pi:’ R(lz,) > O* 
f;.(s, 1~) > I;,( \v). (b) I;(s, w) - [,(\Y) > 1 + there exists li k 2 and ,G, . . . . (Ik E A, 
such that s,u’= sp, . . . sBI rt‘ and s,~, , . . . sB1 M:. j.(hg,) > 0, i = 1, . . . . k. Parts (a) 
and (b) together with an easy induction give the result “w. I.(&) > 0 * 
s, II* <; rt.,” which in turn implies “w . i(h,) < 0 + s, M: .>.(A,) > 0 =z- w < ;. s, IC“ 
and hence “3, it’ < ;, IV o M:. i.(h,) > 0.” 
Fix r~A~..Ingeneral,for,v~ Wj.,define~j,(w),=(P~~j,(w)l.~,(P)~d~~~ 
and #;(Iv)? =I#J,(w)\#~.(w),. Note that $;,(M:)~ =s,(~~.(s,)~‘)~). 
To prove (a), suppose M:. ;.(A,) > 0, i.e., r # #JM’). Claim 
dj,(w), ~~;,(s,~i),\~,,(r}. For the proof of the claim, let PE$~.(M’),. Then 
/I # r and, by definition, $,(,!I) E A , say s,(B) = /I - ka, where k E N. Then 
(s,)t’) I (0) = it: ‘(.s,(/?)) = r~‘(fl) - kw.-.*(a) E A This implies that 
/IE#,(s,M~),?\(x) as claimed. 
Now it is clear that I,(s,\G)= I$;.(s,\v)\ = I~j,(.s,w),l + IQIJ(s,ru),! > 
! + /#j.(,~), I + I#;.(w)~I > I#j,(~,)I =lj.(lv), and (a) follows. 
For the proof of (b), suppose /;.(s,MJ) - I,(w) > 1. Then there exists 
PE~;(s,~I.)‘\(~;.(I~.), u.s~#;.(Iv)~u (2)). First, P~.s,~;.(w)~~P~s,I~.(~). 
Since .s,$,(\G)~ =#j,(~,~~)Z and p E #,(s,w), ,4 E ~;.(.s,~), . Thus s,(p) E A . 
This implies that fi 4 4 j,(r~) since p 4 4;.(w), Summing all these, we see that 
r $4,,(~.), p$4,.(b~). /~E~,(s,w), and fl$s,d;.(w). So all the assumptions of 
3.6(b) are satisfied. 
To apply the result of 3.6(b), consider the set ( W(G(r, fl)) n W,) w. Let 
K’\V be an element in this set with the smallest i-length. Then it is clear that 
.s;.,u.‘Ic - ,. \c’w for i = 1, 2, where s;,, s,, are the two fundamental reflections 
in W(G(x, /I)) n W,,, which is a rank two Coxeter group according to 2.8. 
Thus (W(G(x, /?))n W,) M’= (W(G(sr, P))n W,) W’M? together with the 
restriction of “< ;,” can be easily seen to be orderly isomorphic to 
W(G(a, ,!I))n W;, (we thus identify them) with I~.‘w being the largest 
element (identified with the identity element of W(G(x, /?))n W,). Let I!,( ) 
be the length function of W(G(r, fi))n W;,. By 3.6(b), Ij(s,~,)>lj(~:)+ 1 
and one finds p,, . . . . p,, E A, n A,+(G(a, /I)), k 2 2, such that s, = s,~, ... spA 
and .spt, , . . sfii 1~ i-(/r,) > 0 for all i = 1, . . . . k - 1. This proves (b), hence the 
lemma. 
COKOLLARY 3.7. Let WE Wj,, aEd,. Then IV<~,S,W ijfw.i(h,)<O. 
Proc$ Clear.. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let MJE Wj., aE A,. Then l;,(slw) > I,(u) @‘s,M:<~, w. 
ProoJ The “if’ part is obvious. To prove the “only if’ part, suppose 
I;,(s,w) > I,(W). If )v. l.(h,) < 0, w <;. S,M: by 3.7. Thus I;.(s,~) < I,(W), a 
contradiction. Hence iv. i.(lz,) > 0 and the result follows. 
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We now introduce the notion of simple roots in A,: 
DEFINITION 3.9. IY E A, is called i-simple if x cannot be written as a 
positive integral sum of (at least two) roots in A;. Also B, = the set of 
i.-simple roots in A,, S, = {s, 1~1 E B,}. 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let N!E Wj.,creAi.. IfI;(s,~~)--I,()t’)# fl, x is not 
jb-simple. Consequently, r is i-simple implies fi(s,w) - Zj-(w) = f 1. 
ProoJ Suppose I,(.s,,v) - Z,(M!) > 1. As in the proof of 3.5: there exist 
BE #j.(sxU’) and 81: -., POE A,n A,f(G(a, a)) k>2 such that s,=s~, ".sBn 
and sg,+, .. . sgk MI . %(hpi) > 0 for all i. In particular, these imply that x is a 
positive combination of B1, . . . . pk. Since pi #/32 and x~Aj.n AR+(G(z, p)), SI 
must be a positive integral combination of 7 r and y2, where yl, yz are as 
defined in the proof of 3.5. Therefore r is not ).-simple. The case 
fj.(S,)I’) - I;( bv) < - 1 is clear by symmetry. The second assertion follows 
trivially. 
COROLLARY 3.11. The following are equitlalent for r E A j. : 
(a) x is i,-simple. 
(b) x cannot be written as a positive combination of (at least two) 
positive roots in A,. 
(c) s,(~?)EA- for aNj?EA,\{a}. 
(d) [,(sz) = 1. 
ProofI (b)=(a) is clear by the definition of %-simple root. (a)*(d) 
follows from 3.10. (d) + (c) is clear. It remains to show (c) + (b). For the 
proof of this, assume s,(p) E A +, for all /I E A,\(r). Suppose, on the con- 
trary, z = C%, riPi is a positive combination of pl) . . . . /Ik E A j.. Without 
loss, we may assume that pi# 51 for all i. Then --Q = s,(r) = 
Cf= 1 risk E A +, a contradiction. This proves (c) = (b) and hence the 
corollary. 
DEFINITION 3.12. Call a quadruple (n:, w,, LV~, iv’) (w, M’~, M”~, )VE wj) 
i-square if bvl # w2 and N’ c j. 1.l7~ c j. W, i = 1, 2. 
The second property we need is the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.13. Let w E W,, r E A j. satisfy w c; s, w. If/? E d,.( IV)\ {a > 
is iv-simple, then (sgs, w, s,w, sgw, w) is a i.-square. 
Proof: The proof consists of two parts: (a) \V +~s~Mz’ and (b) 
s, M’ +- ; s sa(zjsB~~ = S~S,CV. Part (a) is clear from 3.5 and 3.10. To prove (b), 
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it suffices to show sp(a) E A +. But this is clear from 3.11. This completes the 
proposition. 
THEOREM 3.14. ( Wi, S,) is a Coxeter system. 
Proqf We first show that W, is generated by S,. For the proof of this, 
it suffices to show that sp, p E A,: can be generated by S;. We prove this 
by an induction on li(ss). There is nothing to show if lj.(Sg) = 1, i.e., fl is 
E.-simple, In general, let BE A, and suppose I, =ic> 1. By 3.11, b is 
not i.-simple + p = ET= L riPi, where /?i’s are all R-simple. Since /I E #;.(scr), 
ac least one /?i~#i(~B). Let x be such a pi. Consider s,sB.s, = ssXip,. 
Claim lj.(s,sBs,)< k. To prove the claim, let 7 E#;.(s,s~s,). Since 
d;.(s,)=cc (3.11(c)) and s~s,(~)#z,;!#x By 3.11, s,(:;jEA+. Now if 
s~s,(;J) E A + !,, ix>, then sl.sps,(~) E A +, which is absurd. If s~s,(;~) =a, 
s,(y) = sp(r j E A-, which is also absurd since ~~(11) E A’. SO s~s,(~!) E A -. 
This gives s,~~.(s,s~s,) E d,(ss)\ {z> and hence the claim. By induction: 
s,sos, can be generated by S; and hence so can sg. Therefore W;. is 
generated by S;. 
The rest of the proof is devoted to establishing the exchange condition 
for W, Cl]. Let B,= (pl,pz, . . . . 1 and let i~=s,~,;“s~,, be a reduced 
expression in W,. First we show that Z,(tz:) = k: I.e., I;( ) is the length 
function of W,. By an induction together with 3.10, it suffices to show 
Z,(~V) #k - 2. Suppose, on the contrary, i;( MT) = k - 2 < I,(SB?, MT) = k - 1. By 
3.8, sp, 1~ ,. PV and hence /5’;, ~q5~.(.s~~, tvj by 3.7. Using 3.13 successively, 
one f&ds i such that l<t<k--i and sb....-rg,_ =s, ..‘s8,. Thus 
~c=sg!,“‘sP:!_:sP;l_, “‘sP,i, which is absurd sirke we ‘&sumez )V = sb, . ..f.- 
is reduced. He&e /;,()v) = k. 
L $1: 
Now one sees that the exchange condition holds using the same 
argument. This completes the theorem. 
COROLLARY 3.15. For w E W;, I; = a = w= e. 
ProoJ: Clear from 3.14. 
Remark 3.16. If G is finite dimensional, the above result .is classical. 
The case when G is afflne is proved by Deodhar and Kamaresan. 
COROLLARY 3.17. For w, IV’ E W,, # ( w” E Wi, I IV’ <, w” <,. K l = 2 
wheneaer w1 <;. M’ and I,( w’) = lj.(w) + 2. 
ProoJ: Cf. [2]. 
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4. EMBEDDIXGS DEFISED BY THE SHAPOVALOV ELEMENTS 
AND THE UMQUENESS 
For w E W,, one knows that M(M: * ).) can be embedded in A4(1.). More 
generally: if u:, 1~’ E IVY;. and 1~’ < ;. bt’, there is an embedding :M(M!’ * jU) + 
M(,v * ;-). In some cases, it is known that these embeddings are unique and 
hence the inclusion relation among the embeddings can be precisely 
described by the Bruhat ordering in W,. The purpose of this section is to 
clarify this point in a weaker sense. First we construct embeddings by 
means of the following known result, originally obtained by Shapovalov 
[8]. Let G = M- 0 HO N- be the usual decomposition of G. For a Lie 
algebra A, let U(A) be the unniversal enveloping algebra. 
THEOREM 4.1. For each r E A i and k = 1, 2, . . . . there exists a unique 
S,. li E U(;K + H) satisfl+zg the following properties: 
(a) [ei, S,,,] E U(K)(Ir, + p(h,) - k) + U(G) N,, i= 1, . . . . n. 
(b j s,, k =f’msl. .f2+xjajbj, where z==;=~ m,ai, a,E LI’,(NC): 
bjE U(H) and p<kx;=, mi. Here Up(X) = U(K) n Up(G) and 
WW),),,, is the canonical filtration of U(G). 
Proof. Cf. [7: 81. (The uniqueness is immediate from the fact that 
dim Hom,(M( u:. i.), lV(jV j) = 1 VHJ E W and V dominant integral /1 E H*.) 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let ,a E H*, x E Ai. If (p + p)(h,) = k E N and G, is a 
highest weight uector of M(p), S, &) L’~ generates as a highest weight oector 
an embedding of M(,a) isomorphic to M(p - ka). Here S,.,(u) = 
ff"l . . .f zrnn + xi ajbj(p) and b,(p) is the et:aluation of bj at ,LL under the 
natural identification H++ H*“. 
Proof. This is evident from 4.1. 
We now fix a highest weight vector vi. of :M(i). For PE H*, let L(p) be 
the irreducible quotient of M(p). For a G-module AJ, [:M: L(p)] denotes 
the multiplicity of L(p) in A4. 
DEFIMTION 4.3. For an expression s8, . . . sg:: in W, satisfying 
Z,(sDz...sgi)=k-i+ 1, i= 1: . ..’ k, M(sp, . . ..sBi. A) is the embedding of 
M(i.)’ generated as a highest weight vector by the element S,,. ,,(3.i j.. . 
SBt.mt(jbh-) G,: where j.i=sg,+, . . .sBa * i.(3.,= ;) and mibi= J-i;-,, 
i=l k. ) . ..) 
Remark 4.4. mig N, i= 1, . . . . k, in the above definition. 
Our main result here is the following uniqueness theorem. 
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THEOREM 4.5. Let G be sywnetrizable. Let spi = .. sp, = s,~ ‘.. sTr be two 
expressions in W, sati.fjYng l;-(sB;. . spi) = l,(s,! . . . sTcj = k - i + 1, i = 1, . . . . k. 
Then M(sg, . . . seiz jL) = M(s,, . . . s:,, j.). 
Proqf: We first prove a special case as follows: 
Suppose k > 2: pi= yi, i> 3, and /I2 # ;T~. Let 2.: = sBj”‘.sBb * i and 
ia = 50, spL. * i. Since G is symmetrizable and i. is dominant, using 3.16 
and applying the Kac-Kazhdan structure theorem of Verma modules 
together with the character formula of the Jantzen filtration, one easily 
deduces that [M(rv * i.): L(w * n)] = 1 if I:.’ <; )I’ with !;.(vv’) = i’j.(;v) -t 1 
and then shows that xi,0 [:M(j.:j’: L(&)] = [M(sg, * j.2j: L(i.,j] i- 
~M(s,~ * &): L(i,)] = 2, where M(&) 3 M(j.,)’ 3 M(j.3)5 z) ... is the 
Jantzen filtration of M(~2j. Thus either [M(i.,)!: L(&)] = 2, 
[ft4(i.2)2: L(i.,)] = 0: or [M(&)’ : L(&j] = [M(L1)Z: L(&j] = I. 
Now suppose :M(sB;..sE~, j-j #M(s,;..s;.,, ij Then [M(&)i: L&j] 
= 2 and [M(3.,)2: L(i,)] = 0. Since [M(jU2)1 : L(p)] 3 dim Horn, (M(,u j, 
M(j.Zj’) V~EH* all the time, [M(i2j1 : i(&)] = dim Hom,(M(j.,j, 
M(;,2)‘j = 2. By Lemma 2.2 [6], [M(&j’: Lji;,)] =dim Hom,(M(&j, 
M(i2j! j * E1(M(i2)‘) i,, E M(i.Z)2. Since, by definition, the highest weight 
vector of M(sp, . . .sfic: j.) lies in E,(M(j.,jl jE.o (cf. [6] for the definition), 
M(sp, . . ~ S&’ .) i must be contained in M(E.,)‘. This gives us a contradiction. 
Hence [M(jL7ji : L(i.,)] = 1 and the result follows immediately. ‘. 
In general the proof goes by induction on k. The case when k = 1 is 
trivial and the case when k = 2 is covered by the previous case. So suppose 
k > 3 and, without loss, we may assume pi # 7 :. Pick 2 E $;.(s,, . . . 38a ) n Bi.. 
Without loss, assume x # :,’ i . Let tv = sg! . . sBn = ‘r;, . ’ sYb. 
Case 1. z = /3i. In this case, (s,s~,M’, s7! M’, s,b~: 1,~) is a i.-square by 3.13. 
Let sdr . . I sai be a reduced expression for s,j;:, 1%:. By7 induction and 
the previous case, one has M(sp,. . . sBkZ i.! = M(s,s,~,~,~s~, ’ . sgk, j.j = 
M(S;.,S,_c& .“S&: E.) = M(s;., . . . s;.~, j.) as needed. 
Case 2. z # /?r. In this case, both (s;sB1 IV, sgi iv, s,u’: w) and 
(s,s;.! X, s;.! it’: s, bv, M*) are d-squares. If sd2 . . . sd:, and sv., .. . sva are reduced 
expressions for s,sIR,iv and s,s,, iv, respectively, one likewise deduces 
that M(sB!...sBti- E.) = M(s~,s,s~;..s~~: i.) = 1M(s,-rj,,B1)~t~,..~3k~ 2.j = 
M(w31(,I,S,, . . . S4k’ j.)=M(si.,s,s~~..-s,,)=M(s,:..-s,,, i). 
This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
it now makes sense to put M(N, A) = M(ss, ... sD,, j. j whenever 
!I’ = s PI . . sBi is an expression for bt* satisfying Ij.(sh. . . sabj = k - i + 1 for all 
i= 1; ...3 k. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let w, M” E Wj.. Then M(w, j-j 2 M(M”~ j.) if and ~niy f 
lci Q i. 1.4’. 
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ProoJ ld < ;.w * M(w, A)? M( )v’, E.) is clear from 4.5. The proof for 
the other implication is a straightforward induction based on the 
Kac-Kazhdan theorem [S] together with the fact that j. is dominant (more 
precisely, 12’. i (lz,) > 0 3 a is a real root). We leave the detail to the reader. 
5. THE SECOXD TERM OF THE JANTZEN FILTRATION 
Using Theorem 4.5, we now prove the following theorem concerning the 
second term of the Jantzen filtration of M(w, 1.): 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G be symmetrizable, w, IV’ E 6’;. . If w’ cj. w and 
Ij.(w') = I;.( IL.) + 2, then M(w’, I-) c M( IV, E.)2, where M(w: E,) = M(w, 2)” 3 
M( iv, 2) ’ 3 M( MT, 1.)’ 3 . . . is the Jantzen filtration qf M( w, 2). 
The proof of this theorem is based on an investigation on the 
Shapovalov elements. To begin with, for each i = 1, 2, . . . . n, let H’ be the 
linear span of {h, , . . . . hi, . . . . 1~~). For ,D E H*, z E d i, and an n-tuple 
nz=(m,, . ..) rn,,)EZ~, put h(fi, x, p) = fly= I (k,h, - p(kjhj))mf where 
h, = CJ”=, kjh.i. For convenience, for each i = 1, . . . . n, put i= (0, . . . . 1, . . . . 0), 
where 1 occurs at the ith place. Also put 0 = (0, . . . . 0). 
PROPOSITION 5.2. For a E Ai ) k E N, let S,, k be the Shapocaloc element 
as described in 4.1. Then for each i such that ki#O(h, = c;=, k,h,), 
there is an element S: k E U(N- + H’) such that S!!, k = S,, k module 
U(K + H)(h, + p(h,) -k). Further, for p E H* sati$ving (,B + p)(h,) = k, 
write S:. k = &,r; Sk k(rii, ,u) h(fi, 2, p), where Sk. k(fi, pj E U(N- j 
V%EZ”+. If for ti E Z”+ and j= 1, . . . . II, [e,, S!,,(ti, p)] = Xj(fi, p) -i- 
Y,(lii, p)(kjhj-p(kjhj)) (mod U(G) N,), where X,(ti, p), yj(fi, p) E U(X), 
we hate: 
(ij rfj#i, Yj(ln-j~:)=-Xj(m:~~)V’m~Z”, (Y,(%z,p)=O whenever 
62 $ Zy by contention). 
(ii) cj,i Y,(m-J:II)=X,(m,~jVlmE~~. 
ProoJ For each i with ki# 0, there is a ring homomorphism 
ri: L/‘(N- + H) -+ U(N- + Hi) satisfying Ti(hj) = hi Vj # i, Ti(hi) = 
ki ‘( -ir, - p(h,) + k + kihi), and T, i L;(Nm) = id. Then s?:, k = T,(S,, k) E 
U(N- + H’). Clearly S:, k = S, k module U(N- + H)(h, + p(h,) - k) = 
ker T,. Using 4.1(a), [ej, 2&] =0 ((mod U(G) N,) Vj#i since 
LI(N- + Hi) n U(G)(/r, + p(h,) -k) = CO), Meanwhile, there exists XE 
u(X + Hi) such that [ei, Sk, k] = X(h, + p(h,) - k) = X2;= 1 (k,hj- 
p(kjhj)) (mod b’(G) N, j. As a result, (i) and (ii) fall out easily. This proves 
the proposition. 
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Remark 5.3. Basically, 5.2 gives the existence of certain elemenis in 
M(u) that are closely related to the highest weight vector of M(;r -kz). 
This seems to be not an easy fact to derive by other means 
For our purpose, we only need the following: 
COROLLARY 5.4. Notations as in 5.2. For each j # i. we hai:e 
lj” m # i, j 
Ce,,, Si, JJ, p)] = :y m=i (mod 1.J 
if m=t 
\r,here I, is the left ideal of U(G) generated by N, arid k - u(h), I: E H (rem/l 
that M(,pj = U(G)/IJ). 
Pro~$ Clear from 5.2. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let w’, w be as assumed in the theorem. Let 
\1’ i ) 1~~ E R’, be the two elements such that LV’ <;- :I+~<;- W; i= 1, 2. Let 
11.i = S,W, MY? =s~w, w .;.(A,) =p, and ~~;(ir~)= q. .41so let ci = )I’* i.? 
h, = C;=, kihi, and 11, = C;= J mihi. For each i= 1, 2, . . . . Y;, put 
and 
[ej, S,.,(p)] = Yj(kjhj-p(.k,h,)) 
Cei, SD. ,(P )I = YJn2jh,- ,dm~h;)L where Y,. Y; E U(;Lrr_ )~ 
Since W’ <j. I(‘~, M(w’, i.) c M(w~, ;.): i= I, 2. Thus, we can find 
LJ’> VE &‘(A-) such that US,. J,u) = P’S,,(~) and both elements are highest 
weight vectors of M(w’, >) (here for convenience, we identify :M(;v, j:) with 
L7( N ~) via a linear isomorphism). In particular, we have 
[ej, U] = Uj(kjhj- (9 -pz)(kjhj)) 
and 
[ej, V] = Vj(mjhj- (p -@)(mjlzj)), 
where r/,, L’,E U(N-):j= 1: 2, . . . . n. 
Hence 
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Now recall [S] the G-module li;i(ji) used for the construction of the 
Jantzen filtration. As a set, %(ji) = li(N-)@d[t], where d[t] is the 
polynomial ring over 4 on one indeterminate t. As a module, A(p) can 
be viewed as the quotient U(G)@4[t]/Z,[t], where ZP[t] is the left ideal 
of U(G) @ @[t] generated by N, @ 1 and (h-p(h)) @ 1 -p(h)@ t7 h E ZZ. 
Let M(ji) = A(ji)O 3 /M(j)’ 3 A(fi)’ 3 . . . be the filtration of A(p) as con- 
structed in [4]. If rc: ii;i(fi) --tf M(p) is the G-epimorphism given by 
t -+ 0, &f(p) = Mu 1 M(p)’ 3 Mu 3 ‘. . is the Jantzen filtration of 
M(p): where M(p)‘= rc(%(fi)‘), i= 0: 1. . . . . 
Interpreting the above formula (*) inside A(,?), one has 
o=(c>S,zp(P)+ L'yj)OkjP(h,) r-(vjsfi.q(PL)+ vyJ-)OmjP(hj) t. 
Since clearly S,,(p) Q t E A(p)’ and S, ,(,u) 0 t E A@)‘! one gets 
kjUYj-mjVY~EM(~)‘=:M(tt:,i.)’ for all j= 1,2, . . . . n. (**) 
Now since 2, PEA:, they are not proportional. Thus we can find i such 
that k,,/p(h,) # mi/‘p(hs). Consider the element X in w(ji) defined as 
X=kip(h,jp’ U(S,,(U)Q 1+ 1 S&,(J: p)Qkjt) 
j#i 




e,(S,. ,(pj 0 1 + C Sf. ,(J; PL) 0 kitI = 0 
j#i 
e,(Sp,,(p)O 1+ c Sk,,(J, ~)Qmjt)=O (mod m(P) t’) j#i 
by 5.4. On the other hand, using 5.4 and (**), 








Thus e,XE &?(p)’ for all s. This easily implies that XEM(~)~. By the 
choice of i, x(X) is a highest weight vector of M(M”, i,). This implies that 
M(cv’, ;I) c M(w, >-)‘. The proof of the theorem is complete. 
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COROLLARV 5.5. Let it’, w’ be as assumed iu 5.1. Then [M(w, ;.) : 
L(w’, ;.)I = 1, nhere L(M”, I.) is the irreducible quotient of M(w’~ 2.)~ 
ProoJ: We have seen in the proof of 4 .5 that CM(rt’, i.)‘: L(Ic’, I.)] + 
[M(Iv, i)‘: I.(\$‘, i-)] = 2. By 5.1, M(~v’, j-j cM(.~, A)‘. This forces 
[M(w, i-j’: L(ld: j.)] = [M(lr:, I.)‘: L(Iv’, A)] = 1 and hence the result since 
Mi IV: A j’ is the maximal submodule of M(M., i.i. 
6. MULTIPLICITY FREENESS OF VERMA MODTZLES ASSOCLATED 
WITH RANK Two IV,. 
For this section, we assume Wj. is of rank two. Such a Wj, is known as a 
dihedral group and satisfies the following properties: 
(i) For each positive integer k < $ ! !+‘,I (in general, ( rV’,i = zji- 
there are exactly two elements in W, having a iength equal to k. 
(iij For :ci, I~‘~E W;., 11’~ <; 1~~ if and only if /;.(Ic~)> i;(ic?j. 
(iii) For \I‘~, ~V?E W;., lj-(w:l j-/i.()t:2)= # (xE~;.(;c, <;.s,IJ’<;. iq21. 
In fact, each of the above conditions gi\Jes a characterization for !Vj. being 
of rank two. Using these and previous results, we have the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM 6.1. [M(i.): L(w, j.)] = 1 Vw E W,. 
ProoJ We argue by induction on k to show that [-M(Iv, .i,j: 
L(&: A)] = 1 VX, )v’ E ul, such that bi*’ <; 1~ and I,($) - %(IQ) = k. The case 
when k = 1 is a trivial consequence of the character formula of the Jantzen 
filtration while k = 2 follows from 5.5. So let iv, 1~’ E Wj-, it.’ <;. MT, and 
;‘,(x’) - rj.( n* j = k > 3. Using the character formula of the Jantzen filtration 
one has 
C [M(lt!, 2)‘: L(u;‘, i)] = C [M(s,w, i): L(w), A)]. 
i21 1E4; 
3.x <, n 
Using induction hypothesis and property (iii) of W,, one easily obtains 
Xi> 1 [M(lV, A)‘: L( w’,J)]= #(zEd;.~n:‘6, ~~~~ <j. ,t’} = Ij.( ~~‘j - :j.(” j = k. 
For each i = 1, 2, . . . . k - 1, let lci E ~‘; satisfy lj.(~~“j - Ij.(r~i) = i. Then 
X’ <,. n’I < ;. H:? <j. . . . <;. it’s _ r <j. 11’. Using induction again, [:M(wt A): 
L(w,, R)]=! for i= 1,2: . . . . k-l. Now since ~~(~,i”)~M(n;,_~,i.j~ 
... 3 M(wi, I.), [lM(l~,+ 1, i): L(,V[, A)] = dim HomG(M(rvI, A), 
M(wi+,, j,))= 1, i= 1, . . . . k - 2. Using Lemma 2.2 [6], we get M(w;, i”) c 
M(w, I.)“-’ for all i= 1: 2, ..I) k - 1. In particular, M(w)‘, A) c M(M!~, >. j c 
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MOP, A)“-’ and hence [lV(w, j”)‘: L(,v’, j.)] B 1 for i= 1, 2, . . . . k- 1. This 
forces [M(w, jS jk: L(~v’, ;“)I < 1. 
Now suppose [M(n., i.)“: L(M*‘, j.)] = 0. Then [iM(b~, i.)‘: L(tv’, jx)] = 2 
and [M(M’, i,)i: L(~v’, j”)] = 1 for all i=2? . ..) k- 1. Since k>3, k- 1 # 1: 
[M(w, L)“- ’ : L(~v’, j-)1= 1. But since M(H”, i.)c:M(,z,,E.)cM(u,, i,)k-l, 
Lemma 2.2 in [6] applies again and one gets iM(w’, i. j c :M(M:, ;L)k, a 
contradiction. Hence [M(w, l)i: L(w’, A)] = 1 for all i= 1,2, . . . . k. In 
particular, [lzii(~..: E.): L(w, j.)] = [:M(Iv, L)‘: L(n?‘: i)] = 1. This proves the 
theorem. 
Remark 6.2. If G is finite dimensional: the above result was originally 
obtained by Jantzen [3]. For a symmetrizable G and a dominant integral 
1, this is a result of Rocha-Caridi and Wallach [7], 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let IC E W;., Then the following hold 
(a) ~V(M:, A)= C :M( IV’, i) is the maximal submodule of M(w, ;“). 
t4.E w,. 
w’ <;. CI 
(b) ch n4( br, i-) = c ch L( IV’, 1) 
w E FF’j. 
R.’ <,. I, 
and 
& L,(lc, j.) = c (- 1)‘;‘“” -‘AL’! ch &f(l+,‘, j.). 
w’ E Iv;. 
R’G, w 
(c) M(#:, ;ly= c M( M”: 2,) for all i = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
w’ <, ,I 
I,.(w’)2l,.(n)+i 
Proof: This is standard. 
Remark 6.4. All the arguments presented above work through for non- 
symmetrizable Kac-Moody Lie algebra, provided that an analogous 
character formula of the Jantzen filtration holds for this case. 
Remark 6.5. A similar treatment for E. E H* such that -i. - 2p is 
dominant leads to the multiplicity freeness of &4()~, A), provided that W is 
of rank two. In particular, M(j”) is the smallest submodule of IM(~v, 1) in 
this case. 
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